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ABOUT US
DARK VALLEY is a metal band formed in Porto Alegre
(Brazil), with musicians active in the local rock and metal
scene. The debut EP “Tales from Dark Valley”, released on
December 2020, tells the story of a woman who, through
her journey in an alternative world - “Dark Valley”, will
learn to value her feminine potential and life. The group's
excellent musical quality and originality led them to win
listeners in Brazil, Russia, the Netherlands, Chile and
many other countries.

DEBUT EP
“Tales from Dark Valley”, released in late 2020, has eight new
tracks. Dark Valley is Ana Carla De Carli (vocals), Fernando Cezar
Jr (guitars), Rodrigo Morales (bass) and Felipe Paedo (drums).

RELEASES
4 singles with videos and one EP with 8 tracks
Live tribute to "Pisces", Jinjer cover
Live streaming concert for World Rock Day

MATERIALS
Guitar, bass and drums playthrough
Guest artists at international online festivals
Videos about songwriting

MERCHANDISING
Special t-shirt for women FEMME METAL
Posters and official t-shirts
Authentic guitar and bass songbooks

TESTIMONIALS
"DARK VALLEY talks about the heroine's journey in their debut
EP. Ophelia and Lilith, classic female characters in Art, act in
search of female liberation and recognition of the women's
intrinsic power.
▬ Metal Sirius

"DARK VALLEY deserves our gratitude for using art to
demonstrate points that cannot be forgotten or left out. After all,
in this war, the fight is not only against a giant world of obstacles,
but against everything that destroys us internally during this
path."
▬ Playfonic

"Reinventing the way to write metal music came from the
vocalist's experience in the classical universe. The choice for
unusual instruments is due to the feeling of madness and despair
to which they refer in operas. Furthermore, the natural
musicality of other languages (besides English) was the main
reason for choosing to also work with Spanish on the EP. "
▬ Rock em Sintese

DATA

FOLLOWERS

Total reach: 240k+
Total views: 17k+
Listeners (top): 3k+

3k+

1k+

1k+

Listen to "Tales from Dark Valley" on your favorite streaming platform NOW
Metal • Art • Dark | www.idarkvalley.com | @idarkvalley

600+

RELEASE
Debut EP is released and has unusual elements to Heavy Metal
DARK VALLEY has just released its debut EP “Tales from Dark Valley”, available on all music streaming platforms.
Their conceptual work, conceived by composer and mezzosoprano Ana Carla De Carli, tells the story of a woman
who, through her journey in an alternative world - “Dark Valley”, will learn to value her feminine potential and life.
The single "Rebirth" closes a great journey of self-discovery, whose chapters were counted by the other previously
released tracks - "This Is War", "Ophelia" and "Balada". According to singer and songwriter Ana Carla, the characters
Ophelia and Lilith, figures from previous singles, finally arrive at the moment of their rebirth. "Assuming our
feelings, fighting for validation specially for female characters, plunging into our darkness to finally resurface selfassured: this is the cycle acclaimed with the last single".
"Tales from Dark Valley" is available on all streaming platforms, and Ana Carla invites the audience to a sound
experience. "We have a lot of special details in Tales from Dark Valley. The use of unusual instruments (glass
harmonica in "Ophelia"), rare languages in metal (Hebrew in "Ballad") and, now, with "Supernova" we present a
physically perfect song. W have reprogrammed each note to just intonation tuning system, taking into account the
mathematical proportions of the harmonics in order to obtain a more open and clear sound. We brought the idea of
a personal and self-discovery journey through sound and we want the listener to feel empowered after listening to
our record". The concept of the songs emerged from the perception of the role of women in society, also as an artist,
has been featured in media and academic debates. Aligned with this spirit, the musicians came together to tell the
story of classic female characters (Ophelia, Lilith), usually represented in Art by men.
DARK VALLEY is a metal band formed in 2015, in Porto Alegre (Brazil), with musicians active in the local rock and
metal scene. According to Ana Carla, bands like Jinjer, Lacuna Coil and Arch Enemy are some of the sound
influences of this most recent record. The band teams up with guitarist Fernando Cezar Jr, drummer Felipe Paedo
and bassist Rodrigo Morales. DARK VALLEY's debut “Tales from Dark Valley” was released on 2020 with eight new
tracks. Ana Carla and Alberto Boa Vista are the executive producers, and the recording sessions were held by
Fernando Cezar Junior (guitars), Jackson Harvelle (bass) and Andrêss Fontanella (drums). Orchestral arrangements
were created by Melissa Ironn. Production and mixing are signed by Renato Osorio and Benhur Lima, musicians
with international curriculum in the metal scene.

Listen to "Tales from Dark Valley" on your favorite streaming platform NOW
Metal • Art • Dark | www.idarkvalley.com | @idarkvalley

▬ Photos: Bebel Osorio

Listen to "Tales from Dark Valley" on your favorite streaming platform NOW
Metal • Art • Dark | www.idarkvalley.com | @idarkvalley

THIS IS WAR
Debut single from the first EP, "This Is War" starts
the journey of heroine Ophelia, Shakespeare's
character in the play Hamlet. She faces the
challenges of fighting against all the obstacles that
lie ahead of her, as in a war.
▬ watch now on youtube.com/idarkvalley

REBIRTH
The listener's journey is concluded with great
reflection inspired by Nietzsche and Shakespeare.
The video has shows female artists from local
metal scene, underlining the idea of union and
sorority.
▬ watch now on youtube.com/idarkvalley

OPHELIA
The title-single of the EP's character counts on
unusual instruments and symphonic elements to
build an epic female story. For the first time, she
demonstrates her voice and exposes her feelings,
starting so her transformation.
▬ watch now on youtube.com/idarkvalley

Listen to "Tales from Dark Valley" on your favorite streaming platform NOW
Metal • Art • Dark | www.idarkvalley.com | @idarkvalley

BALADA
With references to occultism and expressionism,
the single introduces on screen the feminine
archetype of Lilith. The music talks about the
importance of welcoming our darkness as a path
to true personal liberation.
▬ watch now on youtube.com/idarkvalley

PISCES
As a tribute to one of the most prominent female
metal bands of the last decade, DARK VALLEY
recorded the single "Pisces" in live performance,
providing the audience with a show experience.
▬ watch now on youtube.com/idarkvalley

TALES FROM DARK
VALLEY
The conceptual work, conceived by composer and mezzosoprano Ana
Carla De Carli, invites the listener to a great journey of self-discovery
through alternative, progressive and symphonic metal. For Ana Carla,
the story is about “assuming our feelings, fighting for validation specially
for female characters, and plunging into our darkness to finally resurface
self-assured”.
▬ Listen to "Tales from Dark Valley" on sptfy.com/idarkvalley

Listen to "Tales from Dark Valley" on your favorite streaming platform NOW
Metal • Art • Dark | www.idarkvalley.com | @idarkvalley

